Abstract-In this paper, we consider completely regular codes, obtained from perfect (Hamming) codes by lifting the ground field. More exactly, for a given Hamming code of length over with a parity check matrix , we define a new linear code of length over , with this parity check matrix . The resulting code is completely regular with covering radius . We compute the intersection numbers of such codes and we prove that Hamming codes are the only codes that, after lifting the ground field, result in completely regular codes. Finally, we also prove that extended perfect (Hamming) codes, for the case when extension increases their minimum distance, are the only codes that, after lifting the ground field, result in uniformly packed (in the wide sense) codes.
I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

L
ET be a Galois field with elements, where is a prime power. A -ary block code of length is a subset of . If is a -dimensional linear subspace of , then is a -ary linear code, denoted by , where is the minimum distance between any pair of codewords (the distance, or the Hamming distance, between two vectors is the number of coordinates in which they differ). Two vectors are called neighbors if they are at distance one apart from each other, so . Given , denote by the support of , that is, the set of indices of its nonzero positions, i.e., . For and a given -ary code denote . For two codes and of the same length let be their sum, i.e., . A matrix is called monomial if there is exactly one nonzero entry in each row and column. Let be a linear code of length over , the automorphism group of usually consists of all monomial matrices over such that for all . In those cases when is not a prime number, also contains all the field automorphisms of which preserve . Note that, for binary codes, the automorphism group coincides with the subgroup of the sym- metric group , consisting of all permutations of the coordinate positions which send into itself. For a -ary code , with minimum distance , denote by its packing radius. Given any vector its distance to the code is and the covering radius of the code is Clearly, and is a perfect code if and only if . For a given -ary code with covering radius define Definition 1.1: A -ary code with covering radius is completely regular, if for all every vector has the same number of neighbors in and the same number of neighbors in
. Let be such that and note that . Define the intersection array of as .
Definition 1.2:
Let be a -ary code of length and let be its covering radius. We say that is uniformly packed in the wide sense, i.e., in the sense of [1] , if there exist rational numbers such that for any (1) where is the number of codewords at distance from . Throughout this paper we will use uniformly packed to refer to uniformly packed (in the wide sense) codes.
When is linear (or additive) the group induces an action on the set of cosets of in the following way: for all and for every vector we have . In [15] it was introduced the concept of completely transitive binary linear code and in [8] there is a generalization to cosetcompletely transitive code.
Let be a linear code over with covering radius , then is coset-completely transitive if has orbits when acting on the cosets of . Since two cosets in the same orbit have the same weight distribution, it is clear that any coset-completely transitive code is completely regular. Obviously, there exist completely regular linear codes which are not coset-completely transitive.
To illustrate this last point we will show an easy example. Take the repetition code of length three over the field , 0018-9448/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE where . The code has 16 codewords and it is not cosetcompletely transitive, but completely regular with intersection array . Clearly, the automorphism group as defined before has order and if all the cosets in are in the same orbit of it should be that the number of cosets in is a divisor of 360. But, this is not true, since the number of cosets in is 210 (indeed, ). It has been conjectured for a long time that if is a completely regular code and , then [12] . Hence, the known completely regular codes have a small error correcting capability. With respect to the covering radius, Solé in [15] uses the direct sum of copies of fixed perfect binary codes of length , with , to construct infinite families of binary completely regular codes of length with covering radius . Thus, the covering radius of the resulting code is growing linearly to infinity with the length of the code. In [14] it was described a method of constructing linear completely regular codes with arbitrary covering radius, which is constant when the length is growing. Now, in the present paper we describe a new method, based on lifting perfect (Hamming) -ary codes up to a new finite field of order . This method allows us to construct, in Section II, new completely regular codes with arbitrary covering radius, growing to infinity with the length of the code, not in a linear way like in [15] , but rather in a logarithmic way. We compute the intersection array for all these new completely regular codes. We also show that the Hamming codes are the only codes that, after lift the ground field, give completely regular codes. In Section III, for any , and for any natural number , we construct infinite families of uniformly packed -ary codes with covering radius as lifted extended perfect (Hamming) -ary codes up to a new finite field of order . We also show that these extended perfect codes are the only codes whose lifting result in uniformly packed codes (which are not completely regular for ).
II. LIFTING PERFECT -ARY CODES
Let be a -ary linear nontrivial code of length over the ground field (hence, ) with minimum distance . Let be a parity check matrix of and consider the code of length over the field with the same parity check matrix . The code is a well-defined code, since the values in are from . We will say that code is obtained by lifting .
The next proposition shows a representation for the code obtained by lifting. . Since, for any codeword , the syndrome is zero, without any loss of generality, we can assume that vector has only nonzero coordinates and, hence, its matrix representation has, exactly, nonzero columns. From (2) it is easy to see that columns in are linear combinations of columns in and so, .
Proposition 2.4: For any vector
we have that . Proof: Taking into account Lemma 2.3, we only need to prove that .
The idea of the proof is to find a vector , with the same syndrome as and such that its weight coincides with . Matrix can be transformed into a matrix with only nonzero columns. This can be accomplished by multiplying by the appropriate invertible -matrix . Note that the above matrices and are over . Hence
We know that a Hamming parity check matrix is unique, up to permutations and scalar multiplications of columns. Hence, the above matrix is still the transpose of a parity check matrix of a Hamming code and there exists a monomial -matrix , over , such that and so, is the syndrome of vector . Note that the weight of vectors and is the same. Define a vector the syndrome of which is the matrix (so, ). We can do this by taking as a vector with the only nonzero coordinates corresponding to nonzero columns in . Now, define such that its matrix representation is . Note that the weight of vectors and is the same and coincides with . The syndrome of vectors and coincides. Indeed Hence, the distance of vectors and to the code coincides and Corollary 2.5: The covering radius of code is . Proof: It is straightforward to see that , since the distance of any vector to is given by and is a -matrix over . Now, we shall prove the completely regularity of these codes over , which have as a parity check matrix. We start by slightly modifying the usual definition of completely transitive codes [15] , [8] , and introducing the concept of -completely transitivity, which will be helpful throughout this paper. But, first, we will begin by giving a different and convenient definition of the automorphism group of a code over , which we will denote by . Let be a prime power and be a natural number. Let be the general linear group of all nonsingular -matrices over and be the group of all monomial -matrices over . Define the group as the direct product and for define their composition as follows:
The group acts on as follows: for any , where and define (3) Note that multiplication of by , i.e., of vectors of length over and elements of , is fully defined, since we can interpret it as multiplication in . Since is a nonsingular matrix, the multiplication does not change the weight of (the number of nonzero columns of ). Taking into account that is a monomial matrix we conclude that any element induces an isometry of .
Definition 2.6:
Define the automorphism group of a code over to be the subgroup of maximal order in , which maps each codeword of to a codeword of under the action given in (3).
For any linear code of length over , the automorphism group acts into the cosets of as follows: for any and any (4) Finally, we define the concept of -completely transitivity.
Definition 2.7:
Let be a code with covering radius . We will say that is -completely transitive if has orbits when acting on the cosets of .
Proposition 2.8:
If is a -completely transitive code, then is completely regular.
Proof: It is enough to show that all the cosets in the same orbit have the same weight distribution. Hence, it is enough to show that for any vector two cosets and from one orbit have the same weight distributions. But this follows immediately from (4) and the fact that the map induced by any element is an isometry of space .
Going again to the example we introduced in Section I, we see that where comes from the number of vector space morphisms of over (or, equivalently, from the order of the general linear group of degree 4 over ). As we will see, applying next Theorem, the code in that example is -completely transitive, and so, completely regular. where .
To compute the intersection array of the code we need some well known results [10] that we are going to describe shortly.
For , let be the number of injective morphisms from the vector space to the vector space . This number can be computed as (5) and this value also coincides with the number of surjective linear maps from to a vector space of dimension over . The number of different -matrices over , of rank is (6) where is the -binomial coefficient, which represents the number of linear subspaces of dimension in the vector space . Equation (6) was early established in [10] but, just to justify it, note that we can begin by fixing a -dimensional subspace, (this can be done in ways) and, for each one of those subspaces , compute how many surjective maps we can established from to (this can be done in ways). Each one of the above choices give a different -matrix of rank .
Later in this paper, we will be interested in a slightly variation of (5) and (6) . Given a -matrix over , of rank , find the number of different -matrices of rank , such that has only one nonzero row. To compute this, we can begin by constructing a -dimensional subspace containing previously fixed independent vectors (we can do this in ways) and, for each one of those subspaces , compute how many injective maps we can established from to , where we only can decide about one of the vector of the basis of (this can be done in ways, the last factor in ). Finally, given a -matrix over , of rank , the number of different -matrices of rank , such that has only one nonzero row is:
We need one more statement.
Lemma 2.10:
Let be the code with parity check matrix . Let be the number of cosets in . Then (8) Proof: Since Proposition 2.4, for all the vectors in the same we have that the corresponding -matrix is of rank . But, all the vectors in the same coset have the same syndrome . Hence, the number of different cosets in is equal to the number of different syndromes so, the number of different -matrices over of rank , which is given in (6) . Now, it is easy to compute the intersection array for the codes obtained by lifting Hamming codes. For each index we know that and so, for any index, it is only necessary to compute one of the values, for instance , since the other two values comes from the last equality and (9).
We begin computing , so the number of vectors in which are at distance one from one given vector in . Without losing generality (since is completely regular) we can fix the zero codeword in and count how many different vectors of weight one there are in . The answer is immediately Indeed, from Proposition 2.4, we need to count how many cosets have syndromes with rank one or, in another way, how many -matrices of rank one there are. From (6) the result is . Now, we know and and so, from (9), it is easy to compute and .
In general, let . Take a -matrix , over , of rank and compute the value as the number of different -matrices , over , of rank , such that has only one row. This question was solved in (7). Hence, Now, using the expressions for and from Lemma 2.10, we obtain Finally, we note that all the values of the above intersection arrays are symmetric for and . Hence the codes and have the same intersection arrays. When , it is easy to see that these codes are not equivalent. This follows from the fact, that the dual code is antipodal, if and only if . Indeed, consider the parity check matrix . It consists of all mutually linearly independent column vectors of length over . Now, assume that . In the field it is always possible to choose linearly independent elements over . Then, the linear combination of rows of with coefficients, which are chosen elements of , has weight (if in some position it equals 0, this will mean that the chosen elements are linearly dependent, which contradicts to their choice). If , then, conversely, opposite, we always find some position which is equal to zero.
In Theorem 2.9, we proved that the lifted code is completely regular when is a linear perfect code of length . But, there, we did not compute the weight of the codewords in the dual . Using Corollary 2.5, we establish that there are different nonzero values in the weight distribution of . Now, in the next proposition we shall compute the specific values of these weights. . In other words, the possible dimensions are , for . Hence, the number of zero coordinates in a nonzero codeword is given by and, the possible weights for the nonzero codeword in is (10) It is interesting to notice that Hamming codes are the only class of nontrivial codes (i.e., -ary codes with cardinality and with minimum distance ) whose codes, obtained by lifting the ground field, are completely regular.
Theorem 2.13:
Let be the nontrivial code of length over the field with minimum distance , with covering radius and parity check matrix . Let be the code over , whose parity check matrix is . Then is completely regular, if and only if is a Hamming code.
Proof: Since Theorem 2.9, it is enough to show that when is not a Hamming code, lifting the ground field does not give a completely regular code .
Take a vector over of weight two, which is covered by some codeword with minimal possible weight (this is possible also for any code with and , since is not perfect). Then, from Lemma 2.2, the vector of weight two, having one nonzero coordinate from and the other from is not covered by any codeword of minimum weight, as well as by the codeword or , where . Now, the two cosets and (both of weight two) have different weight distributions, which is impossible for completely regular code.
Remark 2.14: Any code contains as a subcode the code where are arbitrary natural numbers. Hence, our construction induces, for any prime power , an infinite family of nested completely regular codes:
This nested family of codes induces, in turn, infinite nested families of regular and completely regular partitions (see [5, Sec. 11 .1]) of completely regular codes into completely regular subcodes.
Finally, we end this section with a comment about distance regular graphs.
Remark 2.15:
implies the existence of a coset distance-regular graph. From the completely regular codes described in this paper, we obtain distance-regular graphs with classical parameters (see [5] ) which are distance-transitive since they come from -completely transitive codes. These graphs have vertices, diameter , and intersection array given by where . Notice that bilinear forms graphs [5, Sec. 9.5] have the same parameters and are distance-transitive too. These graphs are uniquely defined by their parameters (see [5, Sec. 9.5] ). But, we did not find in the literature (in particular in [7] , where the association schemes, formed by bilinear forms, have been introduced and their application to coding theory have been considered) such a simple description of these graphs, as coset graphs of completely regular codes, constructed by lifting Hamming codes. Note also (Theorem 2.11) that we have two nonequivalent completely regular codes, and , giving the same coset graph.
III. LIFTING EXTENDED PERFECT -ARY CODES
As we know from Section II (Theorem 2.13) the codes obtained by lifting extended perfect codes never give completely regular codes. However, it occurs that these codes are uniformly packed in the wide sense [1] . This is what we shall consider in this section.
It is known that the extension of perfect -codes, where , increases the minimum distance only for the codes over the fields of characteristic 2 [11] . More exactly, the minimum distance of the extended perfect -ary code is when with and, also, when with . It is interesting to note that these cases are the only ones which make the extension a uniformly packed code (see Proposition 3.2).
Denote by the external distance of a code [6] (when is linear is equal to the number of different nonzero weights of ).
Lemma 3.1:
Let be a code with covering radius and external distance . Then i) [6] ; ii) [2] , if and only if is uniformly packed. The next statement generalizes the corresponding result from [1] , [2] into the nonbinary case. . But, the left side of the last equality is less than and the right side is greater than .
In summary, we proved that when is uniformly packed then with or with . Vice versa, when these conditions are fulfilled it is easy to check that is uniformly packed. Indeed, for the case the result is known [2] and, for the case with , we know the nonzero values of the weights of the codewords in . These values are and [11] and so, the external distance of is 2 and the result follows from Lemma 3.1.
In the previous section we notice that perfect codes are the only class of nontrivial codes such that, after lifting the ground field, we obtain completely regular codes. Now, with the extended perfect codes we obtain a parallel result.
Let be the Hamming -code of length with parity check matrix . Let be the extended code of , so the code with parity check matrix obtained from by adding a zero column and, then, a first row with all ones. Finally, let be the lifted code from , so the code over , whose parity check matrix is . , where is the all ones vector; is a symbol appearing in , and is a vector generated using the rows of weight strictly less than in . From Proposition 2.12, the nonzero weights of the codewords in are
Hence, the number of times a symbol (including zero) appears in a codeword of weight less than in is Code can be viewed as formed by the codewords in with all the coordinates in . Hence, the total amount of symbols (including zero) of a codeword in will be where is a set of, at most, indexes , for . Simplifying, we obtain (13) Considering modulo in (13), we obtain . Hence, we have two possibilities, either or with . The maximum value of index in (13) is and so, in the second case, when and , from (13) we can write down the following inequality:
implying , which has a solution only for . In summary, from the hypothesis that the extended code is uniformly packed we reach the condition or with . In any case, from Proposition 3.2, we obtain that code is uniformly packed. Second, assume that code is uniformly packed. From Proposition 3.2, this means that either is a perfect binary code or is a perfect code over with and length . After Proposition 3.4, we need only to check that the external distance of is . Let be a binary extended Hamming code with parity check matrix , where . Let be the lifted code over the field with the same parity check matrix . As before, let denote the lifted binary Hamming code of length with parity check matrix . The matrix can be expressed through and through , respectively, as follows:
where 0 is the zero column vector. Now, we claim that the code has external distance . From the left representation of in (14) , it follows that new values of weights in , compared with those in , can come only from the words with a nonzero value in the last position. In particular, we have one more value for the weight of the codewords, which is . But, from the right representation of in (14) , it follows that the codewords with a nonzero value in the last position are obtained by concatenation of two codewords in and the number is not changed. This implies that . Therefore, from Lemma 3.1, since
, we obtain the result for .
For , the result is straightforward. Indeed, for , code has length and it is completely regular with . The dual code has minimum distance and, hence, the possible weights are only . Therefore, the lifted code has external distance . But, from Proposition 3.4, we have and, finally, by Delsarte inequality (Lemma 3.1) , we obtain , implying the statement.
